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　　　Lafcadio　Heam’s“GhostiゾNarrative：
Transiation　and　Re－teiing　in“Yuki－Onna”
NABAE，　Hitomi
1．lntroduction：Hybrid　Narrative
　　　　Lafcadio　Heam（1850－1904）was　a　lifb－long　wanderer，　a　child　of　19th　century
Western　imperiahstic　and　commerciai　expansionism　His　wandering　life　started　on
the　Greek　island　of　Leucad輌a　where　he　was　bom　in　18500f　an　Ir輌sh　surgeon
serving　for　the　British　Army　and　a　Greek　woman．　The　family　returned　to　Ireland，
but　h輌s　mother　was　sent　back　home　when　he　was　fbur，　and　his　father　left　f（）r
India　with　his　new　wife　when　he　was　seven．　Moreover，　his　guardian　aunt，　be－
cause　of　fmancial　reasons，　sent　him　away　to　America　when　he　was　nineteen．　In
order　to　discover　his　path　in　life　in　America，　first　in　Cincinnati　and　then　New
Orleans，　he　developed　his　skills　as　a　journahst　and　translator．　Dreaming　of　be－
com輌ng　a　prose－poet　someday，　he　also　wrote　numerous　art輌cles　on　mult輌一cuiturai
issues，　minorities，　women　and　immigrants，　and　translated　French　articles　and　sto－
ries．1　Today，　despite　the　significant　amount　of　wri血g　he　produced　during　his
American　period，　he　is　better　known　fbr　his　books　on　Japan　that　he　wrote　a負er
1890when　he　went　to　Japan　as　a　reporter　fbLκoηフε泊Magazine．2　He　was　natu－
raliy　cailed　a　Japanoiogist　who　wrote　about　old　Japanese　cuiturai　practices　that
were　quickly　fading　away　in　times　of　Japanラs　aggressive　modemization．　He，　how－
ever，　could　not　have　wr搬en　his　Japanese　stor輌es　had　he　not　been　a　wanderer　dur－
ing　the　heyday　of　the　British　Empire，　the　American　Gilded　Age，　and，　not　to
mention，　Imperiai　Japan．　As　Beongcheon　Yu　defines　him，　he　is　a“transiator，　a
discoverer”（284）of　old　Japan．3　He，　a　lifb－long　traveler，　naturally　became　a　sym一
1　S◎me◎f　the　re飴rences　c◎ncerning　L硫adi◎Hearn’s　life　includes　the　fb11◎wingl　O．W．　Fr◎stラs
　Youeg　」ffeam　（1958），　Christ◎pher　Benfey’s　The　Great　〃6vε∫　Gilded　Age　ル∬プぴ，ノOρanese
　Eccentrics，　and　the　Oρening（iゾOla『。ノOρan（2003），　Jomathan　C◎tt’s〃”andering　Ghost；the　Oζか∬砂・
　ρブ・Lafcadio・Hearn（1991），　Paul　Murraヅs　Fantastie　Jとmrn　eγ　．’the　Lグとand　Literatureρφ・乙afcadio
　Heam（1993），　R◎bert　Rosenst◎neラs　Mirror沈tke　Skrine：・4meriean　Eneounters　with」Vei～匡10pan
　（1998），and　Elizabeth　Stevensonうs　The　Gla∬、Lark．・aStzccかρブ、Lafcadio、Hearn（1999）．
2　、lafcadio、9eam：American　Writings　published　as◎ne　of　the　Americ胆Library　Series　in　2009
　finally　established　Hearn　as　an　Americ鋤writer．　The　editor，　Christ◎pher　Benfby，‘‘is　c◎nvinced
that　his［Hearnうs］time　has　c◎me’ラぐ‘The　Library◎f　America　Interviews　Christ◎pher　Benfey　about
　］Laf輻adio　Hearn’ラ）．
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pathetic“global　soul，”to　use　Pico　Iyeゴs　phrase，　who　was　able　to　adapt　himself
to　the　locai　cRsiturai　milieu．41n　Japan，　he　acquainted　himself　with　numerous　oid
Japanese　stories，　and“re－told”them　in　English．　Although　he　could　not　read
Japanese　text，　he　was　able　to　experience　Japanese　stories　directly；his　Japanese
wife，　who　helped　h輌m　coliect　Japanese　f（）lktales　and　other　legendary　and　rehg輌ous
narratives，　became，　as　it　were，　his　own　private　storyteller．　Her　recitation　in　a
sense　was　aiready　a　form　of“re－teiiing”of　Japanese鰍tales，　which　fUrther　in－
spired　him　to　write　them　down　in　his　mother　tongue　as“saiwa，（a‘re－toldラ
story）．”5　His‘‘re－toid”story，　therefbre，　is　a　deiiberately　re－worked　creative　piece
onto　wh輌ch　he　pr（刀jected　his　1輌fe－long　mult輌一cuiturai　exper輌ence．
　　　　Hearnラs‘‘re－told”Japanese　folktales　were　also　translated　into　Japanese　and　in－
ciuded　in　coilect輌ons　of　Japanese　fblktaies　f（）r　ch輌ldren　in　the　m輌d　twent輌eth　cen－
tury．　Most　of　his　stories，　of　course，　were　based　on　old　texts　and　considered　as
good　educational　tools　to　teach　ch猛dren　Japanese　customs　and　values．　They
served　indeed　as“translations”of　old　stories　into　modern　Japanese，　which，　other－
wise，　might　have　been　scattered　and　fbrgotten　in　the　course　of　history．
Surpris輌ngly，　many　children　grew　up　not　knowing　that　a　fbre輌gner　had　or輌ginally
written　these　stories　in　Enghsh，　or　that　what　they　read　were‘‘translations．”The
fact　that　Heam　couid　write　such　stories　so　as　to　evoke　nostalgia　in　Japanese　read－
ers　is　worthy　of　note．　Hearn　must　have　been　well　aware　of　what　could　be　lost
and　fbund　in　the　course　of　translation．　With　that　in　mind，　he　was　also　able　to　add
or　erase　elements　in　his　stories　to　effect．　His　muit輌一cultural　background　also　made
him　seek　a　kind　of　narrative　that　could　be　shared　by　people　of　different　ethnic
and　cultural　orientations．　Akhough　he　had　been　aiways　enchanted　by　the　ghostly
wherever　he　went，　in　Japan　especially，　the　ghostly　elements　in　Japanese　fblktales
3　Hearn　is　said　t◎have　been◎ne◎f　the　pioneers　in　fblklore　and　ethnography．　F◎r　example，　see
“H◎noring　a　Westerner　Who　Preserved　Jap胆うs　Folk　Tales”（7VYT，，20　Feb．2007），“lnsight　int◎
“lrish－Americaゴwho　Intr◎duced　Jap鋤to　the　World”（〃納Times，110ct．2011）；also　see
　Sim◎n　Bronner，　L㎡とadio・旋α推㌔America．’」EthnogrOphic　Sんetches，　Lexington：UP◎f　Kentucky，
2002）．
4　　See　Pic◎Iyer，　The　Global　80〃れ。ノ斑・Lag，　ShOppin9・物1お，　ana『tke　Sea1℃hノ～）r・Home．
5　‘‘Saiw♂is　defined　as　a　literature　that　retells　traditi◎nal　fblktales　and　legendary　narratives　in
　modern　dicti◎n．　The　term　was　first　used　by　Teiichi　Hirai　t◎describe　Hearnラs　literature（1964）．
　See　“Saiwa－buegaksc，”　Klo　ixumi　｝lrkscmo　fiten　（瓦o　i2um　i　｝石kumo　EnCyclopediの．　As　t◎　Hea、rnラs
　“saiwa－bungaksc（1iterature　of　re－telling），’ラY◎k◎Makin◎has　an　insightfUI　study廿om　a　p◎int　of
view　of　story－telling　as　an　act　of　connecting　time　thr◎ugh　literary　imaginati◎n：‘‘TokiララoTsanagu
　Ko　toba∵　・9a－n　iηo　Saiwa－buegaksc（〃iords　to　Connect　“Tirz　ε”∫　」ffeam’ぷ　Literatzcre　ρブRe－te〃沈9），
　2011．
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served　as　the　source　fbr　his　literary　imagination．　He　had　thus　fbrmed　the　idea　that
the“ghostly”is　a　common　human　experience　that　bespeaks　a　imdamental　and
most　ancient　human　experience　of　fbar　in　the　face　of　the　mysteries　of　lifb　and　the
soul；there　fore，　regardless　of　language　and　culture，　a　good　narrative，　Hearn　be－
heved，　always　renders　a　sense　of　the“ghostly，”and　is　not　a　mere食mtasy　of　a
distant　fancifUI　dreamland．　It　has　more　to　do　with　one’s　everyday　hfb　experience．
In　the　fbliowing　excerpt倉om　a　iecture　he　gave　at　Tokyo　University甜ed“The
Value　of　the　Supematural　in　Fiction，”he　emphasizes　the　significance　of　the
ghostiy　in　the　contemporary　worid：
　　　　［T］he　mystery　of　the　un輌verse　is　now　weigh輌ng　upon　us，　becoming　heavier
　　　　and　heavier，　more　and　more　awfUl，　as　our　knowledge　expands，　and　it　is　es－
　　　　pec輌aily　a　ghostiy　mystery．　All　great　art　reminds　us輌n　some　way　of　th輌s　uni－
　　　　versal　riddle；that　is　why　I　say　that　all　great　art　has　something　ghostly　in　it．
　　　　It　touches　something　within　us　which　relates　to　i孟nity．”（132）
Science　and　technology　make　great　strides　in　Hearガs　time；as　he　contends，　how－
ever，　the　presence　of　something　invisible，　unheard，　and　un㎞own，　and　yet　fek，　is
even　more　preva輌hng，　although　humans　tend　to　d輌smiss　such　presence　as　unscien－
t槍cand　illusionary．　He　fUrther　points　out　that‘‘The　ghostly　always　represents
some　shadow　of　truth．　The　ghost　story　has　aiways　happened　in　our　dreams　and
reminds　us　of　fbrgotten　experiences，　imaginative　and　emotional，　and　hence，　thrills
us”（133）．　In　ghostly　stories，　whose　main　theme　is　to　render　a“thrii1”of　human
exper輌ence　that　has　been　stored　deep輌nside輌n　the　unconsc輌ous　since　t輌me　imme－
morial，　Heam　fnds　possibilities　of　a　new　hterary　expression　that　is丘ee倉om　the
particular　locahty　of　values．　Akhough　he　needs　to　g輌ve　a　specific　framework　of
time　and　place　to　his　story，　in　his　case　a　Japanese　setting，　he　tailors　his　story，
overiaying　them　with　stories倉om　other　sources　that　he　has　known，　so　that　he
makes　his　stories　accessible　to　his　fbllow　global　trotters．　Hearガs　ghostly　stories
thus　tether　the　world　as　a　hybrid　narrative：the“thrill”is　the　key　to　opening　up
the　realms　of　what　is　f（）rgotten　and　u皿oticed，　co皿ecting　here　and　there，　and
now　and　then，　as　a　continuous　whole　in　his　narrative．
　　　　Hearn　was　charmed　by　Japanese　fblktales　not　oniy　because　they　are　exotic
and　unique；rather，　being　there　in　the　Far　East　at　the　prime　of　his　life　as　a　well－
traveled　writer，　they　made　him　beheve　ali　the　more　in　the　universahty　of　the
ghostliness　of　human　life　and　soul，　be　it　Japanese，　European，　Creole　or　Chinese．
Since　Japanese　legendary　narratives，　especially制kbric　ones，　were　stilhn㎞own
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in　the　West，　he　was　able　to　use　them　as　a倉amework　within　which　he　could
work　out　his　own　language　into　a　composite　transnational　ghostly　narrative．
“Translation，”or“re－telling，”offered　Hearn　the　means　to　create　something　new
out　of　old　material．
　　　　In　1890，　just　bef（）re　he　wen杜o　Japan，　Heam　wrote　an　essay轍led“A　Ghost”
for　the　Harlフe内入lew　Month！y　Maganne．　Its　narrator　is　a　wanderer　who　calls
himself　a“civihzed　nomad”：he　is“civihzed’ラbecause　he　is　no　more　an　offspring
of　an　ancient　nomadic　tribe，　but　of　a　nineteenth　century　European／American　impe－
riahstic　and　commerciai　expansion．　What　he　is　searching　fbr　is　not　material　ne－－
cess轍es　such　as　f（）od　and　shelter，　but　sp輌r輌tuai　ones　such　as　a　home　and　even　a
homeland．
　　　　Perhaps　the　man　who　never　wanders　away　from　the　place　of　h輌s　birth　may
　　　　pass　all　his　life　without　knowing　ghosts：but　the　nomad　is　more　than　likely
　　　　to　make　their　acquaintance．　I　refbr　to　the　civihzed　nomad，　whose　wanderings
　　　　are　not　prompted　by　hope　of　gain，　nor　determined　by　pleasure，　but　simply
　　　　compelled　by　certain　necessities　of　his　being，－the　man　whose　inner　secret
　　　　nature輌s　totally　at　var輌ance　with　the　stable　cond輌t輌ons　of　a　society　to　wh輌ch
　　　　he　belongs　only　by　accident．（116）
Heam’s“civilized　nomad”then　sees，　or　unconsciously　seeks，　a“ghost，”or　the
shadow　of　the“soul”of　other“civilized　nomads．”They　are　all　bom　wanderers，
who　do　not　find　a　home　in　any　specific　geographicai　piace，　but　are　a　kind　of
people　who　can　fnd　home　anywhere．　When　pass輌ng　by　other“c輌vihzed　nomads，”
they　know　each　otheゴs　presence　because　their　movements，　as　it　were，　create　a
sympathet輌c　code　when　passing．　A　mobile　nomad輌c　life　makes　them　super－
sensitive；they　can　perceive　an　i皿ermost　feeling，　or　the　ghost　of　an　ancient　mem－
ory，　that　aii　humans　equally　inherit　but　have　repressed，　as　it　were，　in　the
subconscious．　That　shared　memory　Hearn　calls　ghostly．　The“civilized　nomads，”
feeling　such　presence　echoed　within　themselves，　create，　in　turn，　a　sense　of　home，
portable　and　mobile．　That　is　the　kind　of　story　Hearn　wants　to　teli．　A　wanderer，
hke　Heam　himself，　then　becomes　a飽storyteller　in　the　new　nomadic　age，　since
he　is　the　one　who　can　re－create　home　as　he　travels　the　worid　in　search　of輌t輌n
fictioxx．
2．Tra　nsiation　as　Creative　Work
　　　　Hearnラs　interest　in　ghostly　stories　is　not　the　f㎞it　of　his　Japanese　experience
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but　can　instead　be　traced　back　to　his　apprenticeship　years　in　America．　In　fact，
translation，　creative　writing　and　ghostly　themes　are　ail　closely　related　in　his　career
as　a　writer　and　journalist．　In　order　to　polish　oneうs　language，　Hearn　maintained
that　translation　is　the　best　method；moreover，　translating　emotional　experience，
such　as　the　ghostiy，　would　be　the　most　chalieng輌ng　and　creat輌ve　act　of　writing．
Not　surprisingly，　his盒rst　book　pubhshed　in　1882　was　a　translation　of　Th60phile
Gautieゴs　supernaturai　stories（0躍q〆C1ερρ厩γo㌔∧lighls，　and　Other　Fanlastic
Romance）．6　Later　in　Japan，　he　gave　a　lecture　about　literature　and　writing　at
Tokyo　University，7　and　encouraged　students　to　take　advantage　of　transiation，　as
it　would輌mprove　the輌r　language　skills　not　only輌n　Enghsh　but　aiso，　and　most輌m－
portantly，　in　their　mother　tongue，　Japanese．　Moreover，　it　would　be　the　only　means
by　wh輌ch　to　enrich　nat沁nal　literature　w輌th　fbre輌gn輌n刊uences．81n飴ct，　he　d輌sci－
plined　his　language　by　way　of　translating　literary　works　during　his　apprentice
years　in　America．　His　interest　in　transiation　sharpened　his　sense　of　language，　and
he　became　even　more　carefUl　with　his　words　because　he　knew　what　he　could　and
could　not　do　with　them，　and　what　could　be　lost　or　added　by　translation．
　　　　In　his　1879　newspaper　art輌cie轍led‘‘A　Translat輌on　of　Edgar　Aian　Poe，”
Heam　criticizes　Charles　Baudelaireラs　French　translation　of　Poeラs　poems．　Hearn　ad－
mired　Poe　fbr　his　understanding　of“the　color－－power　of　words”　and　his
‘‘knowledge　of　the　intrinsic　properties　of　words　in　their　effect　upon　the
imagination．”Baudelaire’s　skiilfU1“iiterary　mosaic－work，”therefbre，　Hearn　argues，
has　no　equivaient輌n　French．　He　thus　gives　examples　of輌naccurately　translated
words　that　do　not　f運y　express　the　original　qualities　of　Poeラs　language：‘‘ghastly，　
“hideous，ラ’“shadow，”and“duskily，”or　such　fam輌har　Poesque　terms，　to　mention
afbw．　Except　fbr“hideous，”as　Heam　f加her　examines，　these　words　are　etymo－
logically　of　Enghsh　origin，　and　yet　even　Baudelaireうs　“hideux”　fbr　Poeラs
‘‘hideous”is　not　the　right　word，　as　the　French　word　is　too　strong　fbr　its　English
cognate．　He　conciudes　that　Baudelairピs　translation　lacks‘‘the　power　of　the　origi一
6　Hearn’s　c◎ntemp◎rary　Henry　James　also　called　Gautier　an　untranslatable　writer．　In　his　1874　re－
view◎f　the　English　translati◎n◎f　Gautieピs“Winter　in　Russia，”he　writes　that　Gautierラs“curl　and
　flutter　of　his　phrase，　as　he　unreels　it　in　1◎ng　bright－co1◎red　ribands’ラand“the　air◎f　sp◎ntaneity’う
　so◎n　disappear　in　the“rigid　and　awkwardうラEnglish　versi◎n．　Thus，　in◎rder　to　enjoy　the　fbe1◎f
　Gautierうs　language，　a　g◎od　translati◎n　must　be　the　product　of　the　translatorうs“care，　and　taste，　and
imaginationララ（94）．
7　Hearn　taught　at　Tokyo　Imperial　University　between　1896　and　1902．
8　　See　Hearnラs　essays　collected　in　Talks　to　Writers，　1967．
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nal　fantasy”（IAmerican　Misce〃aの263－9）．　What　is　worth　pointing　out　in　Hearnラs
criticism　is　that　he　especially　looks　at　the　words　that　convey　a　sense　of　something
mysterious，　invisible　and　unca皿y．　This　is　because　he　considers　ghostly　feelings
of　fear　to　be　the　human　emotions　that　are　the　most　ancient　and　thus　at　the　core
of　ali　other　emot輌onal　experiences．　Poeラs　words　that　Heam　re飴rs　to　in　his　article
are，　theref（）re，　carriers　of　the　ancestral　emotions　of　the　English－speaking　race　and
thus　are　the　most　di］雌cuh，　or　almost　impossible，　elements　to　translate．　Paul
Murray　points　out　that　Hearn　might　have　fbk　something　congenial　with　Poe，　who
was　also　an　orphaned　ch猛d　of　Irish　blood（31）．　Such　af飽ity　with　Poe　may　have
made　Hearn輌ns輌st　on　the　untranslatab輌hty　of　certain　words，　even　by　the　mag輌c
hand　of　Baudelaire．
　　　　In　the　art輌cie　he　wrote　f（）r　the　Times　Democrot　in　1892，“What　a　Transiat沁n
of　Daudet　could　not　Henry　James　Give　Us？”Hearn　voices　the　significance　of　the
roie　of　translator．　He　underhnes　theねc杜hat　different　shades　of　meaning　must　be
sought　and　“chiselled”　by　the　translator．
　　　　．．．it　is　by　no　means　suf薩cient　to　reproduce　the　general　meaning　of　the　sen－
　　　　tence：一一it　is　equaily　necessary　to　obtain　a　just　equivalent　fbr　each　word輌n
　　　　regard　to　force，　colour，　and　form；－and　to　preserve，　so　far　as　possible，　the
　　　　originai　construction　of　the　phrase，　the　pecuharity　of　the　rhetoric，　the　music
　　　　of　the　style．　And　there　is　music　in　every　master　style，－a　measured　flow　of
　　　　words　in　every　sentence．．．there　are　tints，　sonorities，　luminosities，　resonances
　　　　．．．The　sense，　form，　force，　sonority，　colour　of　every　word　must　be　studled；
　　　　the　shape　of　every　phrase　chiseled　out，　the　beauty　of　every　naked　sentence
　　　　pohshed　hke　statuary　marble．（qtd．　in　Tinker　159）
For　Heam，　therefbre，　the　work　of　translation　was　disciplinary　training　in　which　he
tried　to　heighten　the　sense　of　words　as　rich　maileabie　media　fbr　his　writing．
Moreover，　he　challengingly　highlights　the　idea　that　the　translation　is　an　equally
creative　and　imaginative　literary　practice　as　the　originai．　The　aim　of　translation　is
to　render“the　general　meaning　of　the　sentence，”but　words　have　more　than　just
semantic　and　referential　signification．　They　are　also　able　to　create　suggestive　and
emotional　effects　that　directiy　inf撫rate　into　the　senses．　Hearn　endeavors　to　pro－
duce　a　work　that　inspires　both　auditory　and　visual　imagination．　A　translator　must
hear　the“music”and　see　the“color”of　words．　He　must“chisei”and“pohsh”
words　to　draw皿t　the　potential　of　their“sense，　form，　force，　sonority，　colour”in
order　to　reproduce　the　impression　of“the　original　construction　of　the　phrase，　the
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peculiarity　of　the　rhetoric，　the　music　of　the　style．”He　must　become，　in　other
words，　a　performing　artist　of　words．
　　　　In　1886，　Hearn‘‘translate♂Chinese　stories，　Some　Ckinese　Gkosts．　In　this
case，　what　is　interesting　is　that　he　did　not　read　or　speak　Chinese，　but　via　French
translations　and　scholarship　he　presumed　the　essence　of　the　stories，　and
“translated”them．　In　his“Preface，”he　mentions　names　of　Chinese　scholars，　and
says　that　to　them“the　realm　of　Chinese　story　belongs　by　right　of　discovery　and
conquest”；Heam，　however，　makes　a　point　that“the　humbler　traveler　who　fbllows
wonderingly　after　them　into　the　vast　and　mysterious　pleasure－grounds　of　Chinese
食mcy　may　surely　be　pe㎜輌tted　to　cull　a驚w　of　the　marvelous刊owers　there　grow－
ing．．．as　souvenirs　of　his　curious　voyage”（213）．　The“Discovery　and　conques『’
of　the　materiahty　of　text　as　weli　as　the　correctness　of　translat沁n　he　iets　the　aca－
demics　epjoy，　but　as　to　the　recreation　of　the　essential　sensory　experience　of　the
source　text　in　the　target　language，　he　privileges　his　own　travelerラs，　or‘℃ivihzed
nomad’s”imagination，　which　can倉eely　cross　cultural　and　national　boundaries，
and　register　sensuous　experience　anew　for　his　contemporary　readers．　In　Japan，　hke
an　archeoiogist　and　負）lkior輌st，　he　“℃ollectedラ’Japanese　trad輌t輌onai　narratives．　For
one　thing，　he　did　so　because　he　feared　that　old　Japan　would　soon　disappear　as
aresult　of　rapid　modernization，　but　fbr　another，　he　beheved　that　it　was　he，　a　trav－
eler　and“civilized　nomad，”who　could“translate，”or“re－tell，”stories　of　disap－
pearing　Japan　to　his　Enghsh　speaking　readers　worldwide‘‘as　souvenirs　of　his
　　　゜　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ううCU「10US　VOyage・
　　　　Hearn’s“re－told”old　Japanese　stories，　therefbre，　may　be　better　called　appro－
pr輌ations　rather　than　translat輌ons；9　however，　the　act　of　transiat沁n　f（）r　Hearn，　as　is
discussed　above，　first　served　as　the　means　of　discipline　to　polish　his　literary　lan－
guage，　and　in　Japan，　as　he　collected　and　researched　oid　stories，　he　discovered　a
way　to　work　with　them　in　the　fbrm　of‘‘re－telling”and　be　creative　with　his　own
hterary　imagination．　He　incorporated　his　muiti・－cukurai　experience　into　his
Japanese　stories　and　wrote　hybrid　ghostly　narrative．
9　As　to　a　creative　use◎f“appr◎priati◎ns，’うsee　Takayuki　Tatsumiラs　discussi◎n　on　Hearn　and
Kuni◎，　Yanagita，　wh◎，　p◎ssibly　influenced　by　Hearn，　became　a　pioneer　in　fblk1◎re　studies　in
Japan．　Tatsumi　argues　that　their　purp◎se　was　to‘‘fbreground　the　ghostly　as　a　representati◎n　of　the
　other，うラand　that“the　aesthetics　of　their　resulting　renderings　of　the　intersection　of　two　world　cu1－
tures　are　far　m◎re　attractive　as　subjects　of　critical　inquiry　than　the　imperialist　or　co1◎nialist　poli－
　tics　of　their　reapPropriations’ラ（84）．
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3．Hybrid　Ghostiy　Story：aCase　of“Yuki－Onna”
　　“Yuki－O皿バappeared　in　1904　in　Kwaldan（G乃oぷ砂Stories）and　the　stories
collected　there，　including“The　Story　of　Mimi－Nashi－Hoichi”and“MUjina，”are　re－
garded　as　the　best　of　Hearnラs‘‘re－told　ghostly　stories．“Yuki－Onna　arguably　is
not　a　simple　Japanese　old　story，　akhough輌t　has　been　cherished　as　the　most
Japanese　story．　It，　therefbre，　will　serve　as　a　perfect　example　of　his　craft　of“re－
telhng”in　which　he　overlaid　multi－culturahssues　of　his　time－cultural　contacts
and　miscegenation．
　　　　“Yuki－Onna”is　a　story　about　a　young　boゾs　encounter　with　a倉ightening　but
beautifUl“Yuki－Onna，ラ’or“Woman　of　the　Snow．”It　beglns　wlth　two　woodcutters，
Mosaku，　an　old　man，　and　Minokichi，　a　young　boy，　going　into　the　fbrest　to　gather
wood．　They　are　met　by　a　snowsto㎜and　seek　shelter　ln　a飴rrymanラs　hu価r　the
night．　There，　Yuki－Onna　appears．　Feeling　a　chill　on　his　cheek，　Minokichi，　the
young　boy，　awakens，　and　sees　Yuki－Onna　blowing　her　cold　and　lethal　breath　at
the　old　man．　She　looks　at　Minokichi，　pities　him　fbr　is　youth，　and　spares　his　life
on　the　condition　that　he　never　tells　anyone　about　that　night．　A　year　later，　he
comes　across　a　travelhng　young　woman，0－Yuki，　on　h輌s　way　home　f沁m　the　f（）r－
est．　She　stays　with　him，　takes　care　of　his　aging　mother　and　bears　him　ten　chi1－
dren．　One　snowy　and　stormy　night，　Minokichi　is　suddenly　reminded　of　the　fbarful
night　of　his　youth，　and　casually　tells　O－Yuki　about　it．　In　fUry，　she　immediately
tums　herself　into　Yuki－Onna．　Yet，　she　again　spares　his　life，　but　tells　him　to　take
care　of　their　ch慧dren　and　van輌shes．
　　　　Although　it　has　been　believed　that　this　story　comes　from　an　original　Japanese
story　from　which　Heam　translated，　there　seems　to　be　no　trace　of　or輌g輌n　fbr　this
story．　Yoko　Makino　makes　a　point　that‘‘Yuki－Onna”was　Hearnうs　own　creation：
“In　his　forward　to　Kwaidねn（1904），　Heam　says　that　he　developed　the　tale倉om
alegend　which　a　peasant　living　in　the　district　of　Musashino　had　once　told　him”
but　that“we　cannot　retrieve　the　originaBegend，　despite　many　attempts　to　do　so”
（1991，234）1⑪　Assum輌ng　a　Japanese　oid　story，　it　is　very　hkely　that　Hearn　took
the　chance　to　experiment　with　his　own　creative　work　by　putting　together　ghostly
elements　drawn　from　h輌s　past　experience．“Yuk輌一〇nna”is　the　eleventh　story　of
the　eighteen　stories　collected　in　the　first　section　in　Kwaidan．　It　is　as　if　Heam　de－
hberately　inserted　his　own　fiction－ct－la－Japanese　in　the　midst　of　other　stories　of
10　See　also　Makin◎（2011）fbr　m◎re　detailed　discussi◎n　on　the　s◎urces◎f　Hearnラs“re・－t◎1dララst◎ries
　and　the　nature　of　his　narrative．　Also　see“Yuki－Onnaララin　Koiewmi　Yakttmo　J舵η．
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Japanese　origin．11　Here　he　even　perhaps　regarded　himself　as　a　Japanese　storyteller．
一一Border－Crossing
　　　　In　order　to　inteq）ret“Yuki－Onna”as　Heam’s“re－told”Japanese　old　ghostly
story，　three　factors　will　be　examined：first，　the　theme　of　border－cross輌ng；second，
the　use　of　both　Westem　and　Oriental（Chinese）supernatural　feminine　images　in
the　formation　of　Yuki－0皿a；third，　the　significance　of　the　role　of血ther　le負be－
hind　with　his　children　at　the　end　of　the　story．
　　　　In　the　story，　Minokichi，　a　woodcutter，　da韮y　border－crosses　to　go　into　the
“f（）rest”to　gather　wood．　Heamラs　cho輌ce　of　the　word“f（）rest”here　is　apt　as輌t　ety－
mologically　means“outside　woods”；the　woodcutters　go“outside”the　realm　of
human　world　to　rece輌ve　a　gift（wood）from　the　other　world．　The“f（）rest”repre－
sents　nature，　or　an　unknowable　world　fbr　humans，　and　Yuki－0皿a　belongs　to　that
world．　It　is　also　the　world　where　nature’s　unpredictability　governs．　When　Mosaku
and　Minokichi　are　caught　by　a　snowstorm，　they　cannot　cross　back　over　the　river
and　have　to　stay　on　the　other　side　and　take　shelter　in　the　ferrymanラs　hut．　The　hut
by　the　r輌ver　serves　as　a　passageway　and　meeting　place　where　hfb　and　death　inter－
mingle．　The　windowless　hut　with　one　opening，　theref（）re，　may　simultaneously
stand　fbr　a　coffm　in　which　the　oid　man　wiil　go　into　the　other　world，　and　also
awomb　in　which　the　young　man　will　begin　a　new　life．　The　old　man　dies　be－
cause　Yuki－Onna　breathes　a　cold　breath　on　him，　but　the　young　one　hves　because
Yuki－Onna　pit輌es　h輌m　fもr　his　youth．　Minok輌ch輌accordingly　does　not　even　teil　h輌s
mother　about　Yuki－0皿a．
　　　　M輌nokichi輌s　a　kind　of　traveler，　and　a　year　later　meets　another　on　his　way
home：“a　girl　who　happened　to　be　traveling　by　the　same　road”（11：229）．12　He
marries　her，　and　the　story　eventuaily　reveals　that　the　giri，0－Yuki，　is　Yuki－0皿a
incarnate．　Therefbre，　the　story　carries　a　theme　of　hetelogamy　between　a　supematu－
ral　being（or　animai）and　a　human　being．　In　many　Japanese　fb　iktales，　as　Hayao
Kawai　points　out，　hetelogamy　happens　between　an　an輌mal　or輌nhuman　be輌ng輌ncar一
11　The　next　to　the　last　st◎ry　in　the　first　secti◎n，‘‘St◎ries　of　Strange　Thingsララis　titled‘‘、Hi－mawari，”
　astory　of“R◎bert胆d　Iうラwhich　is◎bvi◎usly　n◎t　based◎n　a　Japanese　fblktale　and　is　said　to　be
　based◎n　his　own　childh◎◎d　memory．　Note　that　the　title　is　Japanese，　meaning‘‘Sun－flower．’ラThe
　stories　in　Kwaidan，　therefbre，　are　drawn　from　different　s◎urces　and　make　a　hodge－podge　garden
　of　hybrid　narratives．
12　Quotati◎ns廿◎m　The　writings　Of　Lafcadio　Heam　will　be　here諭er　cited　with　the　volume　num－
　ber　fbllowed　by　pagination　in　parentheses．
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nated　into　a　woman　and　a　man（human），　and　the　story　has　an　unhappy　ending
with　the　woman，　the　supernatural　being，　going　away；on　the　other　hand，　in
Western　stories，　a　man　is　tumed　into　an　animal　or　monstrous　figvlre　and　marries
awoman（human）but　her　love　breaks　the　spell　and　the　animal／monster　husband
輌stumed　back輌nto　a　man（human），　and　the　story　has　a　happy　ending　as　in
‘‘Beauty　and　the　Beast．　Kawai　says　that　in　Japanese　stories，　nature　is　revered　and
艶ared　as　something　beyond　human　control　and　thus　a　woman　incamate，　symboi－
izing　the　power　of　nature，　disappears　at　the　end，　although　leaving　a　mingling
sense　of　awe，　beauty，　and　pathos　behind（171－202）．　Heam　voices　such　fbelings　in
“Yuki－0皿a，”wh輌ch　makes　the　story　appeal　to　a　Japanese　sensib輌hty．　Yet，　one
might　wonder　why　Heam　had　to　make　Minokichi　suddenly　remember　the　forbid－
den　n輌ght　a杜he　end，　and　Yuk輌一〇皿a　leave　him　alone　w輌th　a　new　promise　to　be
kept．
　　　　As　he　crosses　the　river　back　home，　young　Minokichi　has　to　fbrget　what　he
has　seen．　The　river　thus　may　well　serve　as　the　Lethe　of　Greek　mythology；by
crossing　it，　Minokich誼s　metaphorically　reborn　with　an　erased　memory．　Yet，　as
can　be　easily輌mag輌ned，　the　story　is　so　structured　that　M輌nok輌ch輌a杜he　end　re－
members　and　re－discovers　the　repressed　part　of　his　memory－his　encounter　with
Yuki－Onna．　Regaining　a　iost　memory，　Minokichi　has　to血ce　the　t耐h：he　wit－
nesses　O－Yuki　turning　into　Yuki－Onna，　and　must　know　whom　he　had　married．
The　story　thus　ends，　envisioning　a　new　story　to　be　toid－a　story　about　his　ch猛一
dren　who　are　born　out　of　the　act　of　h輌s　border－crossing．
一Formation　of　the　Hybrid　Woman－Goddess
　　　　Is　Yuki－Onna　a　typical　Japanese　Snow－Woman，　or　a　ghostly　phantom？In　his
18931etter，　Hearn　writes　about　the　Japanese“snow－woman，”or“Soul　of　Snow，”
and　points　out　that　she　is　very　differexxt倉om　westem　one：“European　art　does　not
seem　to　me　to　have　ever　caught　the　Soul　of　Snow　as　the　Japanese　art　has－with
輌ts食耐ast輌caht輌es，輌ts　wizardisms．　And　the　Japanese　Fancy　has輌ts‘Snow－womanラ
too　一　its　white　spectres　and　goblins，　which　do　no　harm　and　say　nothing，　only
fhghten　and　make　one魚el　cold”（16：57）．　As　Heam　says，“the　Soul　of　Snow”輌n
Japanese鰍tales　does‘‘no　ha㎜”and　is　just　glimpsed　on　a　snowy　night．　It　is
not　gendered，　either．　In“Yuki－0皿a，”however，　Heam　p珂ects　a　European　sensi－
bility　of　positing“nature”as　fbminine，　and　makes“the　Soul　of　Snow”into　a　fbar－
fxel　and　beautifUl　woman　who　casts　a　spell　over　a　young　boy．
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　　　　Back　in　1878，　Heam　wrote　an　article，“Nightmare　and　Nightmare　Legends，”
where　he　introduces　the　Scandinavian　origin　of　the　word，“Nightmare”：“lt　would
be　more　properly　written，　Night－Mara；or　Mara　of　the　Night．．．Mara　was　a　fe－
male　spectre，　not　hideous　or　fantastic　of　aspect，　hke　the　hollow　Ell－women　or
witch－wives，　but飴sc輌nat輌ngly　beautifUl．　Nevertheless　she　took　a　malevolent　pleas－
ure　in　visiting　sleepers　and　tormenting　them　in　nameless　ways．＿”（27－8）．　The
recurrence　of　the　image　of　a　spell－binding“艶male　spectre”in　Western　stories，
Heam　assumes，　has　been　imprinted　on　the　Westem　mind．　When　he　translated　in
1882Baudelaire’s　poem“Les　Bienfails　de　lo　Leene”（“Moonラs副essings”），　he　also
wrote　an　essay轍led“Spring　Phantoms”and　summar輌zed　wha杜he　Moon　Goddess
“whisper［s］”to“a　newbom　ch韮d”：“Thou　shal仕ove　a1Hha杜overs　me－the　water
that　ls　fo画ess　and　mvsltiform，　the　vast　green　sea，　the　place　where　thou　shak
never　be，　the　woman　thou　shalt　never　know”（2：312）The　boy　baby，　at　birth，
without　knowing　it，　is　destined　to　love　what　he　can　never　know，　which　as　he
grows　up　will　be　perceived　as　a　ghostly　sense　of　the皿known．13
　　　　Trying　to　explain　the　significance　of　the　missing　memories　of　childhood，
Heam　imag輌ned　tha杜here　must　be　a　part　of　memory，　especialiy　that　of　childhood，
that　is　registered　but　f（）rgotten．　In　his　18931etter，　he　calls　such　a　blurred　memory
倉om　ch猛dhood“ghostly”：“lt　seems　to　me　these　fbelings　of　earhest　ch猛dhood－－so
intense　and　yet　so　vague－are　the　weirdest　in　all　human　experience，　and　that　fbr
the　best　of　reasons　theγare　real！y　g加ぷ吻．”Moreover，　that　ghosthness　is　created
because　oneうs　memory輌s　loaded　w輌th　that　of“the　vanished　generations，”and
“The　real　fear　of　nightmare　is　greater　than　any　fear　possible　to　experience　in
wak輌ng　moments．．．The　memor輌es　themselves　are　indeed　gone，－only　the　sensa－
tions　of　them　remain，　stir　into　life　at　vague　moments　of　sleep．＿”（16：212－4）．
Heam　in　this　way　was　trying　to　work　out　his　own　theory　of　the　unconscious．　He
imagined　that　the　sensations　of　the　past，　or　the　most　ancient　emotional　experience
of　oneうs　ancestorsラwould　resonate　in　sympathy　and“stir”up　oneうs　consciousness，
wh輌ch　wouid　then　be　perceived　as　an　unca皿y　ghostly魚ehng．　Thus，　such　a　feel－
ing　would　initiate　a　story　told倉om　a　different　perspective　and　create　a　new　con－
text。
　　　　In“Yuki－Onna，”although　Minokichi　is　an　eighteen－year－old　lad　and　not　a
newbom　ch猛d，　the　fbrrymaピs　hut　creates　an　atmosphere　sim猛ar　to　that　of　a
13　As　to　the　c◎mparative　study　of‘‘、乙es　8匡ε吻加de　la　Lund’and
　（1991）．
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womb　or　cradle．　The　Snow－woman　speaks　to　him，　as　the　Moon－Goddess　in
Heam’s　previous　story　does　to“a　newbom　child”：
　　　　“Iintended　to　treat　you　like　the　other　man．　But　I　cannot　help　fbeling　some
　　　　pity　fbr　you，－because　you　are　so　young．．．．　You　are　a　pretty　boy，
　　　　Minok輌ch輌；and　I　will　not　hurt　you　now．　But，輌f　you　ever　tell　anybody－even
　　　　your　own　mother　about　what　you　have　seen　this　night，　I　shall　know　it；and
　　　　then　I　w猛l　k猛l　you．．．．Remember　what　I　say！”（11：227）．
Minokichi　is　half　asleep　and　so　her　words　are　lost，　although　the　chill　of　her　being
there　befbre　his　eyes　is　registered　in　his　memory　unawares．　The　chiil　of　a　snow
stormy　night，　theref（）re，　brings　back　the　same　sensat輌on　he　has　exper輌enced　befbre．
Facing　Yuki－Onna，　Minokichi　only　remembers　the　loss　of　his　memory，　and　has　to
be　awakened　to　his　ignorance：he　has　fbrgotten　the　promise　and　he　has　never
known　his　wife．　At　the　end　of　the　story　he　is　only　le負with　her　words，　about
which　he　ruminates．　The　fbarful　and　beaRstiful　Yuki－Onna，　moreover，　reveals　an－
other　aspect：she　is　tumed　into　a　generous　and　ethical　figure　who　strongly　urges
Minokichi　to　become　a　good　father．
　　　　Such　an　ethicaily　or輌ented　supematural　figure　was　not　new　f（）r　Hearn．　In　one
of　his　translations　of　Chinese　ghost　stories，“The　Legend　of　Tchi－Niu（Weaver
Goddess），”the　Goddess　Tchi－Niu　in　the　fbrm　of　his　wife　is　sent　to　Tong，　a
young　boy　of　filial　piety，　to　help　him．　W薮en　her　work　is　done，　she　reveals　her
identity，　tells　him　to　take　care　of　the　ch韮d，　and　disappears．
　　　　“Lo！mγbelOγed，　tke　moment　keSS　come　ln　whlch∫meestプbrsake　lhee∫プbr∫
　　　　was　lηのタeγq〆morlalゐom，　ond　the」lnγis『ゐle解0ツincamOle　lhemseんes／bγa
　　　　llme　Olηか．　Yet∫leave　wilh　lhee　tke、ρledge（ゾ0〃γlove，－tk∫Sプ271y　son，　wko
　　　　ska〃　eveγ　ゐe　to　lhee　as　failhful　aηd　asプbnd　as　lhOU　lhyself　hastゐeen．
　　　　KnOW，7のノbelOγed，　lhot∫WOS　sent『O　lhee　eγen　Lツ論εMaster（ゾ・Heaγen，
　　　　加rewa！rd　q〆劾y／71ial　piety，　and　lhal　l灘鰐力ησW　releern　lO読ε910りノρ〆His
　　　　hoeese：1・4M　THE　GOのDESS　7℃HLMσ∴（94）
The　greatness　and　beauty　of　the　goddess　make　Tong　humble　and　aware　of　h輌s　re－
sponsibihty　as　a　civic　person　and　father．　His　awareness，　or　conscious　obj　ective
v輌ew　of　h輌msei£is飴r　him　the　sign　of　maturity．　In　Heamラs　story，　Yuki－Onna　first
appears　as　a　European“NighトMara”but　when　she　comes　to　live　with　Minokichi，
she　is　a　Tchi－Niu，　an　ideal　wife　who　helps　her　husband　and　bears　him　beautifUl
children．　Yuki－Onna，　just　as　Tchi－Niu　is，　is　superhuman，　representing　the　power
of　nature　which　humans　can　never　take　control　of　When　Minokichi　breaks　his
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promise　to　remember　not　to　tell，
veals　what　she　is：
she is no　more　a　gentle　wife　and　fUriovlsly　re一
　　　　“．．」told　you　then　that　I　would　kill　you　if　you　ever　said　one　word　about
　　　　it！．．．But　fbr　those　children　asleep　there，　I　would　kill　you　this　moment！And
　　　　now　you　had　better　take　very，　very　good　care　of　them；fbr　if　ever　they　have
　　　　reason　to　complain　of　you，　I　will　treat　you　as　you　deserve！”（16：231）
On　hearing　Minokichi　sta貫telling　O－Yuki　about　the　story　of　a　stormy　night　when
he　was　eighteen，　she，　who　has　proved　herself　an　ideal　wife　and　mother，　trans－
fbrms　herself　into　the　most　fearful　and　beautifUi　Yuki－Onna．　The　story　abruptiy
ends　here，　ieaving　Minokichi　alone，　awestruck．　However，　she　also　leaves　a　new
commandment　for　Minokichi　to　pursue：he　has　to“take　very，　very　good　care”of
his　chiidren．　Hearn輌n　th輌s　way　overlays　different　v輌ews　of　the　supernatural　figure
to　the　story　of　Japanese‘‘Soul　of　Snow”that　he　possibly　overheard　and　that　had
nothing　to　do　with　Baudelairerean　beauty　or　Chinese　filiai　piety．“Yuki－Onna，ラ’
with　the　images　of　the　spellbinding　beauty　of　both　the　Western　and　Eastern　aes－
thetic　and　ethica田deals，　becomes　Minokichゴs　wife，　but　without　his　knowing　it．
Akhough　he　ioses　her，　he　remembers　her　because　his　body　remembers　the“thriil．州4
Her　disappearance　at　the　end　of　the
story；rather，　it　creates　a　void
prove　himself　as　a　respomsible
　　　 　　story，　nevertheless，　1s　not　the　end　of　the
to　be負1ied　in　with　a　meaning．　Minokichi　must
father　of　his，　or　her，　children．
14　　Hearn　describes　a　kind　◎f　sharp　vibrating　experience，◎r　the　‘‘thri11，ララalso　by　using　a　French
　term“friss◎n．’ラHe　believed　that◎ne　remembers　the　ideal　ultimate　beauty　existing　in　the　immemo－
　rial　past　thr◎ugh　a　thrilling，　or　ghostly，　m◎ment：see‘‘Frisson，”　Exotics擁ゴRetroSpectives（9：
　185－192）．Yu　states　that　the　word　‘friss◎バis◎ne　which　Hearn　fbndly　used　all　his　life，　its　me胆一
　ing　drawn　fr◎m　his　own　experiences　with◎nomat◎p◎eia　rather　than廿om　his　p◎etic　associati◎n
　with　the　Gautier－Baudelairean　term，‘fri∬on　noscveau　”（An　4ρeρブGods　267）．　The　w◎rd　is　als◎
　equivalent　to“inspiratioぱfbr　Hearn．　In　his　letter　to　Chamberlain，　Matsue，1891，　he　mourns　his
　passionless鋤d　eventless　life　in　Jap鋤胆d　statesl‘‘Never　a　fine　inspirati◎n，　a　deep　emotion，　a
　pr◎fbund　j◎y　or　a　pr◎fbund　pain－never　a　thri11，◎r，　as　the　French　say　s◎much　better　than　we，
　a廿issonララ（15134）；◎r　to　Amenomori：“I　get　n◎thri11，　n◎frisson，　n◎sensation．　I　want　new　ex－
　periences，　perhaps；and　Tokyo　is　no　place　fbr　them．．．’う（qtd．　in　Bis1胆dラs‘‘lntr◎ducti◎n”14：
　139）．“Friss◎バis　thピ‘thrilrラ◎f　em◎tional　and　sensu◎us　experience　related　to　tr◎pical　experience；
　in　Two　Years　in　the　French　Mest、lndies（1890），　fbr　example，　he　uses　the　w◎rdl“M◎re　finely　than
　any　term　in◎ur　tongue　does　the　French　w◎rd廿iss◎n　express　that　faint　shiver　一一　as◎f　a　gh◎stly
　touch　thrilling　from　hair　t◎fee卜which　intense　pleasure　s◎metimes　gives，胆d　which　is　fblt　m◎st
　◎ften　and　most　strongly　in　childh◎od，　when　the　imaginati◎n　is　still　s◎sensitive　and　s◎p◎wer制
　that皿eうs　whole　being　trembles　to　the　vibration　of　a　fancジ（380）．
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一一 Fa曲ering　a　Hybrid　Posterity
　　　　Anew　assignment　fbr　Minokichi　is　to　remember　his　roie　in　mothering　and
childcare．　The　story　may　appear　rather　odd　to　have　the　mother　go　away　and　the
father　left　with　children．　It　is　not　that　Hearn　shghted　the　role　of“mother”：rather，
“mother”was　the　most　spelib輌nding　presence　f（）r　him　because　he　h輌mself　had　no
clear　memory　of　his　own　Greek　mother．　Her　lu臨by　and　smile　remained　a　lost
memory．　She，　hke　Yuki－0皿a，　suddenly　disappeared，　and　he，　a　hybrid　ch猛d，　was
le負behind，　while　his　father　le負fbr　India　with　a　new　wife　without　fUlfilling　his
responsibihty　to　raise　and　take　care　of　him．　It　is　possible　to　read　such　biographi－
cal　elements　as　be輌ng　pr（）j　ected　into　the　mak輌ng　of“Yuki－0皿a．”Yet，　the　story
does　not　end　in　a　nostalgic　tone；　rather，　the　story　is　open－ended，　anticipating
Minokichi　to　begin　h輌s　stories飴r　h輌s　feliow　traveiers　and“c輌vihzed　nomads．”H輌s
new　stories　would　be　bom　out　of　his　own　experience－heterogametic　marriage，　hy－
brid　ch猛dren，　and　cultural　and　hterary　jumbles．
　　　　Minokichゴs　awakening　moment，　therefbre，　becomes　also　the　moment　fbr
Minokichi　to　start　telling　his　own　story　of　the　fbrgotten　past．　The　chilly“thrill”
of　the　snow　stormy　n輌ght　makes　h輌m　unawares　recali　the　snow　stormy　n輌ght　of
his　past，　and　that　sensation　prompts　him　to　speak：“To　see　you　sewing　there，　with
the　hght　on　your血ce，　makes　me　think　of　a　strange　thing　that　happened　when　I
was　a　lad　of　eighteen．　I　then　saw　somebody　as　beautiful　and　white　as　you　are
now－indeed，　she　was　very　hke　yoバ（16：230）．　The‘‘thriii’ラshakes　up　his　dor－
mant　memory．　Memory　speaks，　as　it　were，　maklng　him　a　storyteller．　k　is　as　if
his　unconscious　takes　over　and，　hke　a　dream，　isnrolls　the　erased　past　memory　be－
f（）re　his　eyes．　He，　though　unconsc輌ously，　breaks　h輌s　prom輌se．　Remembrance　of　his
unconscious　memory，　however，　releases　him　from　Yuki－Onna’s　spell　and　her　man－
aging　power　over　his　iife．　He　is　ieft　with　her（and　his）ch猛dren．　Yuki－Onna　once
again　spares　his　life，　but　this　time　commands　him　to，　not　to　fbrget，　but　to　remem－
ber：he　has　to　take“very，　very　good　care”of　his　children　who　are　bom　out　of
the輌r　parentsラact　of　border－crossing．　The　responsibihty　of　the飴ther　here　pr（）jected
includes　his　role　of　a　storyteller；he　has　to　make　a　story　f（）r　his　ch韮dren（none
of　his　ten　children　are　given　names）so　that　they　will　know　who　they　are　and
where　they　are　ffom．
4．‘℃omposite　Photograph”and“Re－toid”Story－teiling
　　　　Hearnラs　ghostly　narrative　challenges　onピs　modern　consciousness，　whether　it
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is　of　a　Japanese　or　Western　sensibility，　by　evoking　a　lost　ghost，　or　a　disinherited
and　denied　past．　And　his　wanderers，　or“civihzed　nomads，”are　ghost　finders　who
are　destined　to　become　storytellers　fbr　their　fUtvere　children．　Home　fbr　them　is　not
ageographical　place　to　which　they　can　retum，　but　an　imaginary　home，　which
they　can　relate　to　and　re－create　in　the　fbrm　of　a　story．　As　d輌scussed　in　this　paper，
Heam’s　ghostly　stories　quicken，　by　way　of　the“th剖，”oneラs　unconscious，　and
urge　one　to　make　onピs　own　story．　Sociologist　Avery　F．　Gordon　theorizes　on　the
ghostly　fbrces　that　control　our　social　life　in　Gゐ05砂1協舵郡．　She　writes：
　　　　To　be　haunted　in　the　name　of　a　w猛れo　heahs　to　ailow　the　ghost　to　help
　　　　you輌mag輌ne　what　was　lost　that　never　even　existed，　reaily．　That　is　its　utop輌an
　　　　grace：to　encourage　a　steely　sorrow　laced　with　dehght　for　what　we　lost　that
　　　　we　never　had；to　long　f（）r　the輌ns輌ght　of　that　moment輌n　wh輌ch　we　recogn輌ze，
　　　　as　in　Benjamiガs　profane　illumination，　that　it　could　have　been　and　can　be
　　　　otherwise．　（57）
This　is　the　kind　of　ghostly　narrative　that　Hearn　sought　at　the　end　of　the　nine－
teenth　century．　The　ghost　he　ultimately　re－created　in　his　Japanese　stories　evokes
asense　of　the　past，　memory　and　nostalg輌a，　by　way　o£to　use　Gordonラs　phrase，
letting　one‘‘imagine　what　was　lost　that　never　even　existed．”In“Yuki－Onna，　a
sense　of　loss　of　the　fbarful　and　beautifUi　Yuki－Onna　as　a　ghostly　figRsre　at　the
end　of　the　story　will　trigger　Minokichi　to　search　fbr　his　story，　complementing　the
loss　with　a　new　story　and　offering　a　space　fbr　his　ch猛dren　to　relate　to．
　　　　“Yuki－Onna，”theref（）re，輌s　a　compos輌te　story輌nto　wh輌ch　are輌nterwoven　sto－
ries倉om　different　sources．　Hearn　makes　use　of　stories　that　he　has　been　charmed
by，　and　seamlessiy　overlays　them　with　a　new　story．“Yuk輌一〇皿バwas　translated
into　Japanese，　and　has　been　considered　a　very　Japanese　story．　Heam　indeed　could
write　stories　that　invite　sympathy倉om　Japanese　readers；his　aim，　however，　was
to　render　a　sense　of　ghostly，　not　necessarily“Jap　anese，”“thrili”that　he　considered
universa1．　Hearnラs　craft　of“re－teliing，”therefbre，　is　not　a　simpie　adaptation，　or
trans励on，　of　foreign　hterature，　but　a　new鰍10ric　narrativeわ㎜to　be　shared
by　his　fellow　travelers　in　the　globalizing　age．
　　　　The　current　post－coion輌ai　and　transnat沁nal　age　has　opened　up　a　way　to　teli
differexxt　stories倉amed　in　a　transnational　setting．　In　Heamラs　time，　East　and　the
West　were　considered　as　opposites　and　the　latter　has　also　been　considered　to　be
superior，　technologically　more　advanced，　and　evolutionarily　more　developed．
However，　Hearn　wrote　against　such　preconceptions．　In　his　essay，“Etemal　Femi一
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nine，”he　insists　that　dichotomous　values　are　complementary　parts　of　the　larger
whole　and　points　out　that，　when　a　Westemer　learns　about　the“Oriental　point　of
view，”he“may　begin　to　doubt　whether　the　moral　ideals　of　the　West　are　really
the　highest．　Through‘‘comparative　study　of　culture，　therefore，　one　would　f董nd
“undreamed－of　mean輌ngs”on　top　of　oneうs“old　fam輌har　aspects”（7：79）．　Such　a
comparative　viewpoint　is　what　he　makes　use　of　in　his　own　narrative．　In　another
essay，“The　First　Impressions，”he　talks　about　the“weird”phenomenon　of　a
‘℃omposite　Photograph”and　associates　it　with　the　impression　of　a　human　face：
“Every　human　face　is　a　hving　composite　of　counUess血ces－generations　and　gen－
erat輌ons　of　faces　super輌mposed　upon　the　sensit輌ve　fiim　of　Li飴f（）r　the　great　cos－
mic　devebping　process”　（9：139）．　The　‘℃omposite　Photograph”　may　well
illvsstrates　Heamうs　comparat輌ve　narrat輌ve：atraveler　’　s　snap－shots，　as輌t　were，　are
“sensitized”　on　top　of　each　other　to　make　a　transnational　photograph，　or　a　narra－
tive，　in　which　one　would　find“undreamed－of　meanings，”or　a　life　story，　anew．　A
traveler，　or　the“civilized　nomad”to　use　Hearn’s　term，　then，　is　a‘℃omposite
Photographe〆’and　storyteller　of　the　transnational　age．　The　“Composite　　story　is
overwritten　and　re一輌mpressed，　and　yet　without　erasing　the　ghostiy　blurs　of　any
P「evlous　lmp「esslons・
　　　　“Yuki－Onna”is　an　example　of　such　a‘℃omposite”story．　Using　the倉ame－
work　of　a　Japanese　story，　Heam　in　a　dialogic　ma皿er　overwrote　it　in　order　to
achieve　an“undreamed－of’vision　of　an　eclectic　ghostly　narrative－a　new　fblkiore
f（）rthe　age　of“c輌v輌hzed　nomads．”
＊This　paper　is　a　part　of　research　pr（）j　ect　fUnded　by　a　2012　research　grant　ffom　the　Japan　S◎ciety
f〈）rthe　Promotion　of　Science，　and　its◎riginal　fbrm　was　presented　at‘‘American　Literature
ASSOCiati◎n　23「d　AnnUal　C◎nfbrenCe，”San　FranCiSC◎On　24　May　2012，　Under　the　title，“LafbadiO
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